
The EMS on AIR Podcast
12 New episode available for EMS CE credits!

www.EMSonAIR.com
The EMS on AIR podcast was originally
launched in March 2020 in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, to communicate
efficiently and directly with EMS. The
EMS on AIR Podcast has now branched
out into all things healthcare but
tailored to the national EMS audience. It
has begun to transform into a bridge
between subject matter experts, the
most recent data and the EMS providers
that make a difference every day in the
field. EMS on AIR Podcast episode
content applies to EMS on the national
and even the global scale.

www.AmericanCME.com
American CME (A/cme) is an online
continuing education (CE) learning
platform designed for EMS providers, by
EMS providers. Our mission is simple,
create and host high-quality video-based
EMS CE on our website with the aim of
improving the quality of EMS care, while
drastically reducing or eliminating the
cost associated with EMS CE. A/cme
courses focus on the most current topics
and science related to the EMS industry
and are available in a format that
makes them convenient to access and
complete.

Earn EMS CE credits for 
completing podcasts!

Many EMS on AIR Podcast episodes are available on
AmericanCME.com. This means that EMS providers in Michigan
can earn EMS continuing education credits by completing an
entire podcast and then a brief post-course quiz and survey.

9,000+ 
EMS on AIR Podcast courses completed on American CME from July 2020 to August 2021

1. Visit AmericanCME.com

2. Click on the courses link

3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses

4. Look for the EMS on AIR Podcast courses

http://www.americancme.com/
www.EMSonAIR.com
www.americancme.com


www.AmericanCME.com

Cardiac Arrest Controversies 
A discussion about what we THINK we know about cardiac arrest and what we ACTUALLY know.”

Data provides us with an objective look at what is supposed to happen vs. what ACTUALLY happened. Bottom
line, what we expect regarding how things work or how well they work isn’t always truth. In this two-part
discussion, we discuss many of the controversies that find their way into the cardiac arrest discussions of EMS
providers and give you with hard facts, as their currently known.

EMS CE credits: 1 – Medical (each course) (All license levels)

Cardiac Arrest Controversies - Part 1

*Click here for a list of US States 
that accept completion of 

FREE American CME courses

CAPCE
Accredited version

Click here

FREE*

version
Click here

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses2. Click on the courses link 4. Look for the courses with the EMS on AIR Podcast logo

Episode guest

Cardiac Arrest Controversies - Part 2
CAPCE

Accredited version
Click here

FREE*

version
Click here

Robert Swor, DO
Emergency Medicine

Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak

AmericanCME
www.EMSonAIR.com
www.americancme.com
https://www.americancme.com/courses/view/105
https://www.americancme.com/courses/view/104
https://www.americancme.com/courses/view/105
https://www.americancme.com/courses/view/104
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“Direct on Scene Education” 
(DOSE)

A discussion about preventing sleep-related infant deaths with EMS.
During this podcast CE course, we introduce you to Jennifer Combs from
Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition of Broward, Inc. and Captain James
Carrol from Fort Lauderdale Fire Rescue. They are the creators of the Direct On
Scene Education Program (DOSE). DOSE is an innovative attempt at
eliminating sleep-related infant death due to suffocation, strangulation or
positional asphyxia by using First Responders to identify and remove hazards
while delivering education on scene. To learn more about how you can
implement DOSE or to obtain more info, go to their website,

www.DOSEprogram.com. 
EMS CE credits: 0.5 – Preparatory (All license levels)

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses2. Click on the courses link 4. Look for the courses with the EMS on AIR Podcast logo

Captain James Carroll
Fort Lauderdale Fire Rescue

Jennifer Combs, MSN, ARNP 
Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition 

of Broward

Episode guests

*Click here for a list of US States that accept 
completion of FREE American CME courses.

CAPCE
Accredited version

Click here

FREE*
version
Click here

www.AmericanCME.com
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Episode guests

*Click here for a list of US States that accept 
completion of FREE American CME courses.

CAPCE
Accredited version

Click here

FREE*
version
Click here

www.AmericanCME.com

Dr. Ethan S. Brandler
Associate Professor of Clinical Emergency Medicine

Director, Academic Associate Program
Associate Director, Emergency Medical Services

Department of Emergency Medicine
State University of New York at Stony Brook

“NYC, EMS and stroke”
An interview with Dr. Ethan Brandler 

about evolving EMS stroke care.
In this CE podcast, Dr. Ethan Brandler discusses the S-LAMS stroke severity
scale that is currently being used by the New York City Fire Department.
In addition, Dr. Brandler describes why the NYFD EMS stroke protocols
were updated to include stroke severity scales. In addition, he walks us
through their stroke protocol, the use of S-LAMS, how NYFD prepared to
implement the updated stroke protocols into operation and, most
importantly, he talks about the real life benefits their stroke patients are
experiencing.

EMS CE credits: 1.5 – Medical (All license levels)

www.EMSonAIR.com
www.americancme.com
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https://www.americancme.com/courses/view/106
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“If you’ve seen one EMS system, 
you’ve seen one EMS system”

A discussion with Emily Bergquist 
about Michigan’s unique EMS system.

During this Podcast CE, we interview Emily Bergquist with the goal of 
describing how Michigan’s EMS system compares to other US state EMS 
systems. For instance, Michigan is the only State to utilize medical 
control authorities (MCA). Emily will help us understand what an MCA is 
and what it does. The idea is to provide a very broad sense of the goal 
of an MCA and how it serves the LSAs and the State as an intermediary 
regulatory body.

EMS CE credits: 0.5 – Preparatory (All license levels)

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses2. Click on the courses link 4. Look for the courses with the EMS on AIR Podcast logo

Episode guests

*Click here for a list of US States 
that accept completion of FREE 

American CME courses.
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Click here
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version
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www.AmericanCME.com

Emily Bergquist 
MSA, Paramedic I/C

MCA Coordinator 
State of Michigan
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EMS for Children
A discussion about the importance of being prepared 

for your next pediatric emergency 

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!
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Episode guest

Michigan.gov/EMSC

Dr. Sam Mishra, DO, MPH
EMS for Children Coordinator

State of Michigan

EMS CE credits: 
0.5 Preparatory (All license levels)

During this podcast CE course, we introduce
you to Samantha Mishra DO, MPH. Dr.
Sam is the EMS for Children Coordinator for
the State of Michigan Department of Health
and Human Services. Sam is here to tell us
what the EMS for Children Program is, why
pediatric readiness matters and how you
can prepare for your next pediatric
emergency.

*Click here for a list of US States 
that accept completion of 

FREE American CME courses.

CAPCE
Accredited version

Click here

FREE*
version
Click here

www.AmericanCME.com
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“I messed up… 
Now what?”

A discussion with Emily Bergquist about 
best practices after making a mistake.

During this Podcast CE, Emily gives us her professional advice regarding 
the best practices an EMS provider should take after making a mistake 
either on or off duty. Emily provides support to assure that the 
multitude of Michigan’s EMS systems function the way that they’re 
supposed to. In addition, Emily spends quite a bit of time investigating 
situations where an EMS provider, crew and/or an agency has made a 
mistake 

EMS CE credits: 1 – Preparatory (All license levels)
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version
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Emily Bergquist 
MSA, Paramedic I/C

MCA Coordinator 
State of Michigan
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DOSE from a state-wide 
EMS perspective 

A discussion about EMS preventing 
sleep-related infant deaths in Michigan 

During this podcast CE course, we welcome back Dr. Samantha Mishra and
Terrie Godde, to talk about how EMS agencies in Michigan can easily and
painlessly adopt and implement Direct on Scene Education (DOSE) with the
full backing of the State of Michigan EMS for Children Program. Sam is the
EMS for Children Coordinator for the State of Michigan, and her job is to
support EMS agencies with access to information, programs and resources
that will make them better prepared for pediatric emergencies. Terrie is the
State of Michigan EMS Education Coordinator, and she oversees the initial
and ongoing education standards for EMS in Michigan.

EMS CE credits: 0.5 – Preparatory (All license levels)

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses2. Click on the courses link 4. Look for the courses with the EMS on AIR Podcast logo

Terrie S. Godde
M.Ed., CCP, Paramedic-IC

EMS Education Coordinator
State of Michigan
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Dr. Sam Mishra 
DO, MPH
EMS for Children Coordinator
State of Michigan
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Implementing DOSE in targeted areas 
A discussion about using local data and resources to 

prevent sleep-related infant deaths 
During this podcast CE course, we welcome Dave Roth and Samantha DeMont.
Dave is the Oakland County Public Health Nursing Supervisor as well as the
Health Division Safe Sleep Coordinator and the Coordinator for the Fetal and
Infant Mortality Review (FIMR). Samantha is an Oakland County Public Health
Nurse and FIMR Parent Interviewer. Dave and Samantha have tough jobs, as
they are all too familiar with infant mortality and preventable infant sleep
related deaths. Part of their job is to know the incidence, occurrences, and
circumstances of infant deaths in Oakland County, Michigan. They are most
familiar with our local data, so it makes sense to bring them into the fold to help
guide us towards understanding the problem in our back yard. Understanding
the problem and appreciating what we can do to solve it is vitally important.

EMS CE credits: 0.5 – Preparatory (All license levels)

The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on Free Courses or CAPCE Courses2. Click on the courses link 4. Look for the courses with the EMS on AIR Podcast logo

Episode guests

Dave Roth
DrPH, BSN, RN 
Oakland County Health Division 
Public Health Nursing Supervisor
FIRM Coordinator 
Infant Safe Sleep Coordinator

Samantha DeMont
BSN RN 

Oakland County Health Division 
Public Health Nurse

FIMR Parent Interviewer
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version
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“Carter Kits™ Sensory Bags”
A conversation about equipping EMS providers with 

tools to care for children with Autism.
During this podcast CE course, we welcome Dr. Sam Mishra, the EMS for
Children Coordinator for the State of Michigan. Sam has brought along
the founders of Carter Kits™, an amazing organization that helps first
responders understand and care for children with autism and other
special needs in an effective manner respecting and meeting the unique
needs of the child and their family. Carter Kits™ Sensory Bags contain
items known to comfort and appropriately focus children who are on the
autism spectrum, as well as many other children who occasionally find
themselves overwhelmed or otherwise impacted by traumatic events.

EMS CE credits: 1 – Preparatory (All license levels)
www.CarterKits.com
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The EMS on AIR Podcast
New episode available for EMS CE credits!

1. Visit AmericanCME.com 3. Click on FREE Courses or CAPCE Courses

“Evolving your Stroke Systems of Care”
In this EMS CE podcast episode, we are joined by Dr. Edward Jauch. Dr. Jauch has
spent a lot of his career improving access to care, increasing the quality of acute stroke
care, and educating both the public and healthcare professionals on developing
integrated stroke systems for care for all patients. Dr. Jauch is the primary author of the

2021 Recommendations for Regional Stroke Destination Plans in 
Rural, Suburban, and Urban Communities from the 

Prehospital Stroke System of Care Consensus Conference.  

This consensus provides local and regional EMS agencies, as well as stroke advisory
committees with guiding principles and recommendations for how to integrate the
elements of a stroke system of care in three key regional settings: urban, suburban and
rural settings. The consensus seeks to inform or update EMS about new models and
systems of acute ischemic stroke care, especially mechanical thrombectomy for large
vessel occlusion stroke, and how they affect their stroke systems of care.

EMS CE credits: 1 – Medical (All license levels)

2. Click on the courses link 4. Select and complete a course and quiz

STROKE.org/StrokeTransportPlans 
Maximize the power of the 

2021 Consensus Recommendations 
in your stroke systems of care.  

Episode guests

*Click here for a list of US States 
that accept completion of 

FREE American CME courses.
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Accredited version
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Steve McGraw
DO, EMSonAIR Co-Medical Director

Edward C. Jauch 
MD, MS, FAHA FACEP
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Implementing DOSE with your State Resources
A discussion about connecting the State with 
EMS to prevent sleep-related infant deaths 

During this podcast CE course, We welcome back our friend and pediatric
champion Samantha Mishra. Dr. Sam is the EMS for Children. Dr.
Mishra, or Sam as she prefers to be called, is the EMS for Children
Coordinator for the State of Michigan Department of Health and Human
Services (MDHHS). We are also joined by Colleen Nelson, the MDHHS
Infant Safe Sleep Program Coordinator, as well as Patti Kelly, the Infant
Safe Sleep Program Consultant. Part of their job is to know the
incidence, occurrences and circumstances of infant deaths in the entire
State of Michigan. They are most familiar with our State-wide data, so it
makes sense to bring them into the fold to help guide us towards
understanding the problem in our back yard. Understanding the
problem and appreciating what we can do to solve it is vitally important.

EMS CE credits: 0.5 - Preparatory (All license levels)

Episode guests

Dr. Sam Mishra, DO, MPH
EMS for Children Coordinator
State of Michigan

Colleen Nelson, LMSW
Michigan Infant Safe Sleep 

Program Coordinator

Patti Kelly, LMSW, MPH
Michigan Infant Safe Sleep 
Consultant
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